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Chalk up a victory vs. public health tyranny! In the face of
massive  public  resistance,  so-called  ‘officials’  have
retreated from their unscientific and misanthropic propaganda
tactics.

Another round of record protests across in London (barely
acknowledged in corporate media) has served as a bellwether
for  the  surging  distaste  against  several  forms  of  public
health Covid edicts.

After  more  than  a  year  ignoring  the  data  and  science  to
lockdown  the  world,  public  health  officials  have  begun
reluctantly  abandoning  many  of  their  heavy-handed  tactics.
Taking a “carrot and stick” approach, global populations have
been  continually  beaten  with  a  medical  stick  to  force
compliance.  Yet  few  doing  the  ‘beating’  cared  to  look  at
history or do a simple cost-benefit analysis to examine the
erroneous plan for their populations.

Continued analysis of the data behind lockdowns shows epic
failures that have set society back in unimaginable ways.
Forcing public health edicts illogically has forever weakened
confidence in governmental and global health bodies.
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Canadian  economist  Douglas  W.  Allen  recently  published  an
examination of over 80 Covid-19 studies, taking a critical
look  at  the  literature  to  assess  the  lockdown  Cost  vs.
Benefits:

“There  are  about  45  stringency  points  from  the  least
stringent  country  (Russia:  40.28)  to  the  most  stringent
(Ireland: 84.26). Over this range, moving from the least to
most stringent lockdown increases the cumulative deaths per
million by 630 deaths. Contrary to the popular understanding,
lockdown is not associated with fewer deaths per million, but
more. “

Despite the false assertion by public health officials that
the limited, available science pointed to lockdowns being the
only solution, Allen refutes this, stating:

“By August there was enough information available to show
that any reasonable cost/benefit analysis would show that
lockdown was creating more harm than good. It is unreasonable
to suggest that a proper decision could not have been made in
the fall when the second wave of infections hit.”

The public is emboldened like never before to both return to
normal and disobey public health officials pushing irrational,
unscientific  orders  whose  only  roots  stem  from  virtue
signaling, political jockeying and/or petty power plays. It’s
over. And would-be government employees refusing to see the
writing on the wall will be voted out of office.

Established in April 2020 and composed by a group of multi-
disciplinary professionals, the Pandemics Data & Analytics (or
PANDA) organization understands this. PANDA stands for open
science, rational debate about replacing flawed science, and
for retrieving liberty and prosperity from the clutches of a
dystopian “new normal”.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.19.21257467v1.full.pdf


The organization recently released its 17-page analysis and
Declaration for the Protection of Children and Young People.
It states:

“Evidence  already  shows  serious  damage  to  the  physical,
mental and social wellbeing of children and young people, as
well as their educational attainment and future prospects
(Lewis et al., 2021). There was never a reason to disrupt the
lives of children and young people and there is every reason
to restore normality to this population. Policymakers should
take immediate action to protect children and young people
from further harm and injustice, now and in the future.”

Meanwhile, the U.S. Centers For Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) is facing down a scandal from several directions. First,
internal emails revealed the agency relied upon politically
motivated actors, rather than science, to craft its school
reopening policy. Secondly, the agency’s mask guidance was
peppered with confusion and questionable science.

Research examining mitigation practices and Covid-19 rates in
Florida,  New  York  and  Massachusetts’  schools  continued  to
drive home the CDC’s scientific misadventures. After looking
at all the data encompassing public schools and districts for
the 2020-2021 school year, the authors concluded “…we do not
see a correlation between mask mandates and COVID-19 rates
among students…”

Even  at  this  advanced  stage  of  public  revelation  and
transparency to the failed policies of some tone-deaf public
health officials, some are still desperately trying to move
the goalposts. For example: After the goal of lowering case
counts in an effort to return to normal was reached, officials
in Australia and New Zealand demanded a zero-Covid approach!
Good luck with that.

Meanwhile, Ontario has announced a three-step plan to reopen
the province, starting with outdoor recreational amenities, as

https://www.pandata.org/wp-content/uploads/PANDA-The-Declaration-for-the-Protection-of-Children-and-Young-People.pdf


it gradually prepares to ease pandemic restrictions. But wait!
Hold on! Forget about lower case counts or mortality rates,
Ontario must wait at least two weeks after 60 per cent of
adults have received one dose of the vaccine!

In the U.S., the reopening has happened too rapidly for power-
hungry public officials still not ready to give up their ill-
gotten fiefdoms. The vaccine passport idea continues to be a
non-starter in the USA as many governors checkmated the idea
with a slew of early executive orders and bills.

Defaulting  to  individual  businesses,  a  few  governors  have
resorted to making weary frontline business owners manually
violate their patron’s health privacy by asking them to check
the vaccine status of everyone who enters their establishment.
This is the textbook definition of fascism, by the way: The
marriage of government and industry.

Other  businesses  have  simply  removed  their  “face  masks
mandatory” signs and replaced them with masking suggestions
for the unvaccinated. How many people are complying no one
knows for sure.

A month ago, headlines told of an impending U.K. domestic
vaccine  passport  despite  widespread  public  distaste.  It
manifested in the form of an NHS app which had some concerning
additional features as exposed during an interview on U.K.’s
Talk Radio:

The NHS app has been updated to include far more than vaccine
jabs.

Julia: “Data relating to mental health, lifestyle, ethnic
origin, biometric data and alleged criminal behaviour; what
the hell does that have to do with proving you’ve had two
jabs!?”@JuliaHB1 | @silkiecarlo pic.twitter.com/TFztDpoMpq

— talkRADIO (@talkRADIO) May 20, 2021

https://www.forbes.com/sites/suzannerowankelleher/2021/05/11/united-kingdom-uk-england-vaccine-passport/?sh=7b810c0a7286
https://twitter.com/JuliaHB1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/silkiecarlo?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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In a surprising plot twist, following this weekend’s capacity
protests, plans for the U.K. vaccine passport have reportedly
been scrapped. In a Telegraph exclusive, ‘officials’ working
on Covid-19 status certification believe there is no chance
the law will be changed to mandate vaccine passports’ use
within  the  U.K.  Called  a  “well-placed  source”  by  The
Telegraph stated, “No one is talking about it still as a
potential thing … It has been killed off really.”

As travel and employment appear to be the new chokepoints to
ram through vaccine certificates, are governments defaulting
to private business to finish the op? Or will something happen
that gives officials a rejuvenated push in the near future?
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